


reasons, burn this magazine after read
ing it.)

"The CIA copied the name from us,"
insists American Champion Aircraft
Vice President Char Mehlhaff, wife of

Jerry Mehlhaff, the company presi
dent. She's kidding, of course, but the
real answer is no less interesting.

Jerry Mehlhaff (pronounced mel
half) was sitting under the Aurora
Borealis in Alaska one night in early
1995 during a market research trip, try
ing to think of a name for this newest
Citabria. (The 160-hp Citabria Explor
er, which his family named, was in
troduced last year. See "Airbatic
Rerolpxe," October 1994 Pilot. A 160-•

The answer was

dancing in the
northern lights above,

and waiting on the
showroom floor.

hp Citabria without flaps, to be named
Adventurer-which he also didn't get
to name-will debut next year.) He
coincidentally had been shopping for
what his son, Jerry Jr. (who works for
American Champion as an aeronauti
cal engineer) calls a grandpa car, a big
automated couch on four wheels.
Hmm, what to name the airplane?
Suddenly, it was obvious.

"He had a mystical experience," Char
jokes. The answer was dancing in the
northern lights above him and waiting
on the Oldsmobile showroom floor:
Aurora. In defense, Jerry Sr. says he
actually wanted to name it Citabria Lite,
"...but everybody booed and hissed."

A mystery no longer, the tube-and
fabric tandem-seat aircraft emerged in
July from the final assembly hangar
on the Wisconsin farm where the
Mehlhaffs have lived for 25 years. The
building is one of three that make up
the American Champion Aircraft facto
ry that employs 65 workers, many of
them recent grads from nearby avia
tion technical colleges .

• • •

For takeoff test pilot Dale Gauger and 1
follow a narrow taxiway to a paved
strip in the middle of a field of winter
wheat. The setting seems appropriate
for a tailwheel airplane that loves the
grass, but this is no hayseed operation.
Computer-aided design systems whir
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in the main building, while a modern
painting booth can be found in one of
the two large assembly buildings built
four years ago.

The aircraft carries a serial number
consecutive with the last 7ECA (ECA
stands for electrical system, Continen
tal engine, aerobatic) built by Bellanca
in 1980. This is the 1,354th 7ECA built,
but American Champion has added
quite a few improvements. Like those
built from 1966 to 1980, the aircraft is
still powered with a Lycoming 0-235
engine, but now it boasts 118 horse
power for takeoff instead of the origi
na1115. (The aircraft began life in 1964
with a 100-hp Continental 0-200
engine.) A new fuel drain valve below
the gascolator makes fuel sampling
easier. A gap seal makes the elevator
more effective. Fuses have been

replaced by circuit breakers. There is
even a GPS on board this production
prototype, which has already been sold
to a night school in Warrenton, Vir
ginia. The customer has also opted for
the $500 sunroof, improving the
already impressive visibility from the
cockpit. S-turns are not required dur
ing taxi, thanks to good forward visibil
ity. There was a slight bulge in the
fiberglass engine cowling where it
joins the fuselage, but this is, after all, a
prototype. (The aircraft is fabric-cov
ered from the cockpit back, including
the wings.)

Gauger tells me to bring the tail
wheel off at 40 mph (or 35 KIAS-the
airspeed indicator is in miles per hour)
and lift off at 50 to 52 mph. Climb-out
is accomplished at 70 mph for better
over-the-nose visibility. Since the
engine is still new, we'll leave the
power at 2,500 rpm for cruise, which
Gauger says will produce 110 mph.
Downwind will be flown at 90 mph,
base at 80 mph, and final approach at
65 to 70 mph.

The cockpit has the same climen
sions as the Decathlon aerobatic air

craft-neat, attractive, and roomy.
(Structurally, the airframe is made
from a different size of steel tubing.)
American Champion changed the old
design by adding a two-and-a-half
inch speaker to the main electrical
panel located above the pilot's left
shoulder, however, and the FAAthrew',
a fit. Had it been tested for dust, the
Chicago FAAofficial wanted to know?
Humidity? Fungus growth? Vibration?
At press time a decision on whether to
allow the speaker to stay was still unre-
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solved. (Preflight inspection revealed
no fungus on the speaker, by the way.)

The door on this particular aircraft
is the standard door with quick-release
hinges for aerobatic flight, but a split
photo door similar to that used on the
Piper Cub is available as an option for
$495. (Leave the split door open along
with the left window, which can be
opened and attached to the bottom of
the left wing at up to 90 mph, for a
wind-in-the-face flying experience.) As
with all the Citabrias, the aircraft is
approved for 10 aerobatic maneuvers,
none of them requiring negative Gs.
(The engine would be starved for fuel
in a negative-G maneuver.) Inverted
fuel and oil systems are not offered on
the Aurora, but flight schools will still
find it a good tailwheel and beginning
aerobatic trainer.

Takeoff is a simple affair, and even•
TheAurora price allows

somebody paying
$45,000 for a Skyhawk,

or $35,000 for an old
Citabria, to reconsider.

first-time students should have little

trouble tracking the centerline. The
aircraft climbs away quickly, despite
the fact that we are at the maximum

gross weight of 1,650 pounds. (The fuel
tanks have been left half empty to
meet weight requirements.) Flight
controls prove surprisingly well rigged,
and I find I can fly hands-off in both
cruise and slow flight. Stalls are non
events. Especially useful is the quick
adjusting, sliding trim knob-the same
one used on the Decathlon and the

Explorer-that, with a nudge, sets the
attitude for level flight.

Aerobatics are not allowed on this

flight, as some testing chores remain,
so I settle for coordination exercises,
rolling sharply left and right while
keeping the nose on a point straight
ahead. Normal flight control inputs got
us into the air, but it is apparent that
stick forces are heavy when the pilot is
trying quick maneuvers. I am tempted
to use two hands. Aileron spades, a
$550 option not installed on this air
plane, will be a valuable addition if the
Aurora is to be used as an aerobatic
trainer. There is no need for them,
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however, for routine cross-country
flights and tailwheel training.

The first three approaches are high,
since the Aurora glides well, but for
ward slips bring both altitude and
excessive speed into line. Landings in
any tail wheel aircraft can be a chal
lenge, but the primary job in the Auro
ra-which does not have flaps-is to
get the airspeed right, get low over the
runway, and wait. The steel spring
landing gear has been criticized in the
past for launching pilots back into the
air, but I think it cushions the landing.

Directional control after landing
requires attention but offers little chal
lenge, although the tailwheel obviously
did not like the cracks in the 21-year
old runway. The solution was to ease
the stick forward during the rollout to
relieve pressure on the tailwheel.
(Company officials said use of full aft
stick on landing is not required and
may actually flatten the tailwheel
spring.) If tailwheel transition students
want an easy time of it, they should
probably learn in a Citabria.

During a second night. a handheld
GPS is used for cruise speed tests.
Again Gauger asks that we maintain
2,500 rpm to help break in the new
engine. At that power setting (which
worked out to 68 percent at our alti
tude). the GPS indicates the Aurora is a
90- knot airplane after wind effect is
subtracted. A crosswind from the right
on the next landing offers an opportu
nity to discover that, again, the aircraft
prefers to track straight ahead if the
pilot will let it. Stay off the toe brakes
you won't need them. The final ver
dict: It offers a lot of fun for the price.

"The Aurora price allows somebody
paying $45,000 for a Skyhawk, or even
$35,000 for an old Citabria, to recon
sider," Mehlhaff Sf. says. "For $15,000
more, you can get a new airplane. It is
the bottom end of our line, the most
economical airplane to buy and to ny.
It was a very popular airplane for
Champion Aircraft and Bellanca,"
he adds.

The base price of $51,900 includes
everything needed for day VFR opera
tions. A standard operation group
including strobes, cabin lights, naviga
tion lights, a landing light, and a bullet
spinner will add $1,690. Anothet
option is a $4,000 gyro panel package
that includes a heading indicator, atti
tude indicator, electric turn-and-slip
indicator, vacuum system, and eight
day clock. Mehlhaff expects to sell 50
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aircraft this year, most of them Super
Decathlons. But eventually, he expects
the Explorer, Aurora, and soon-to
debut Adventurer will account for half
his sales.

A Cessna 172 is faster, of course,
and can carry more, but you can't roll
and loop a Skyhawk. And of course, it
offers no mystical experience. D

American Champion Citabria Aurora 7ECA
Base price: $51,900

Price as tested: $67,500

Specifications
Powerplant Lycoming 0-235-K2C

118 hp at 2,800 rpm
Recommended THO 2,400 hr

Propeller Sensenich 72CKSB-O,72-in dia
Length 22 ft I in
Height 7 ft 6 in
Wingspan 33 ft 5 in
Wing area 165 sq ft
Wing loading 10 Ib/sq ft
Power loading 14lb/hp
Seats 2 tandem

Cabin length 7 ft
Cabin width 2 ft 4 in

Cabin height 4 ft
Empty weight 1,100 Ib
Empty weight, as tested 1,1601b
Gross weight 1,650 Ib
Useful load 550lb
Useful load, as tested 490lb

Payload w/full fuel 340lb
Payload w/full fuel, as tested 2BOlb
Fuel capacity, std 36 gal (35 gal usable)
Oil capacity Bqt
Baggage capacity 100lb
Wheelbase 6 ft 6 in

Performance

Aerobatic performance +5 G, -2 G
Roll rate BO+deg/sec

Takeoff distance, ground roll 450 ft
Takeoff distance over 50-ft obstacle 890 ft

Max demonstrated crosswind component 17 kt
Rate of climb, sea level 725 fpm
Max level speed, sea level 121 mph
Cruise speed/endurance w/45-min rsv, std fuel

(fuel consumption)
@ 75% power, 7,500 ft, best economy

115 mph/5.1 hr (6 gph)
Service ceiling 12,500 ft
Landing distance over 50-ft obstacle 775 ft
Landing distance, ground roll 400 ft

Limiting and Recommended Airspeeds
Vx (best angle of climb) 65 mph
Vy (best rate of climb) 73 mph
VA (design maneuvering) 120 mpb
VNO (rnax structural cruising) 120 mph
VNE (never exceed) 161I11ph
VR (rotation) 59 mph
VS1 (stall, clean) 51 rnph

For more information, contact: American
Cilampion Aircraft, Post Office Box 37,32032
Wasllington Avenl/e, Higluvay D, Rocllester, Wis
consin 53167; telepllone 414/534-6315, fax
414/534-2395.

All specifications are based on manufacturer's
calClilations. All performance figures are based on
standard day, standard atmospllere, sea level,
gross weigllt conditions unless otllerwise noted.


